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God. wants us to do. Now the question of course, is vital, "Who is told. to

to this?" Peter said, "Dost thou give this to us, or to all?' Are you

talking to us, the apostles, or to everybody? Is everybody told. this, that

the fact that Christ may return, you don't know when, is a reason for them

to turn from their s1othj'i1, wicked life to a life of diligent service to Him

or is it merely addressed to believers, or is it addressed to only-.to the people

at a distant time?" Now it would not be at all unnatural that it might be ad

dressed only to people at a distant time. Somebody might--George Washington

might very well have said. in the days of the foundation of our nation, he

might have said, "When you find, your country spending great sums of money for

doing things on the other side of the world, then watch out, because you are

getting into danger." He might have said that, and. then when somebody recom

mended. that we spend. a sizeable amount of money to buy Alaska or to buy the

Louisiana purchase, somebody might have said, "Well, Washington said, we should.

not spend large sums of money for great things on the other side of the world,"

and the answer would be, "He is talking about the other side of the world., not

about this country. and we have not reached the time when the United States has

established. conditions on its own section of the world and is beginning out to

other areas. When that comes, than Washingtonts exhortation becomes vital

to us. Then it goes into effect." A man might say at night to some soldiers,

"Get a good. sleep tonight but in the morning the minute you hear the siren

blow, or the minute you hear the alarm go off, rather, then you immediately

get dressed. quickly and get ready and watch for the signal that you are to

start into battle." Well, it would be very easy for a man to be so nervous

alL' night watc'ing for the signal that he would be so tired in the morning he

couldn't do anything. I have had. that experience myself. I have been told

some people don't need. an alarm clock; they simply say, "I am going to awake

at six in the morning. I'l]. go to sleep and. awake at six," so I tted it

once. I went to bed at ten at night and I said., I am going to wake u at six;;

d then all of a
jump up and get to work," and I lay there and. I slept 9O
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